The American Statistical Association and *This is Statistics* are challenging high school and college undergraduate students to predict the outcome of the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament using the power of statistics.

This year’s tournament features two challenges that allow you to apply your knowledge of statistics to basketball!

**Submissions are due by March 19 12:00 pm ET.**

### “Pick’ Em”:
**Upset Challenge**

- Use statistical methodology to predict the winners of first-round games
- Provide a 300-word description of your statistical techniques and methods

### “Build Your Own Bracket”:
**Draft Challenge**

- Assemble your cohort of teams from seeded participants using 224 draft points
- Provide a 300-word description of your statistical techniques and methods

### Tournament Prizes

- $50 Amazon gift card
- Complimentary student membership to the American Statistical Association for each team member
- Statsketball Tournament winner t-shirt for each team member

Learn more: [thisisstatistics.org/statsketball](http://thisisstatistics.org/statsketball)  
@ThisIsStats